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ABSTRACT 

A vertical array of five colinear dipoles was built 

and tested at 104.8 MHz. It was hoped to confinn the 

feasibility of using an antenna array as the mixing network 

in a feed-forward corrected VHF amplifier capable of several 

kilowatts. 

The phasing and amplitude of each dipole had been 

calculated on a digital computer. It was predicted that 

this would give cancellation of the radiated signal in the 

0 far-field to a level of -50 dB over a 25 range of vertical 

angles. At the same time the array would provi~e an 

isolation of -15.6 dB between the Main and Subsidiary 

amplifiers. 

Testing involved design and construction of a network 

to drive the array with careful consideration of the errors 

introduced and their effect on the setting up of the array 

and on the field strength measurements. 

'I'he resultlng p:cd~te:rns of tho ar:cay were cJ,o:3(~ enouqh 

to the predicted one:c~ for continued evaluation of t:lH;') array 

to be worthwhile. 'J:he resul t::.s were prond.si.n~J and it should 

be possible to further improve its perfo:crna.nce. 
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·1 • INTRODUC'l' ION 

1.1 IMPROVING THE NEW ZEALAND VHF MOBILE RADIO SERVICE 

The mobile radio service provides cornmunication links 

between the user's vehicles and headquarters. Very often the 

user's headquarters would be unfavourably situated for 

line-·of-sight communication over the required operational 

area directly, atid for this reason the New Zealand Post 

Office has constructed many base stations on suitable 

elevated sites to provide a wider coverage for th0 user, 

whose communication is carried via such a trarn:;L1l:.er:·, 'l'he 

increasing number of users requires more separate radio 

channels to provide prompt communication. 

At present six or seven channels can be accommodated 

on a single base station aerial. The nmnber of separate 

o.er ia ls required is lirni ting the nurnb:~r of UEH.:.:cs I if ·i:110 

quality of the service is to be maintained. Therefore a 

means of increasin<;s the number of channels to a.t 1t'"a:3t GD per 

aerial is required by the yea~ 1980. 

1 • 2 INCRE1\SING CHANNEL DENSITY ( 1) 

Non linearities in the base staLLon transmitter lead 

to intermodulation products which degrad~ the signal-to-noise 

ratio of the nearby base receiver, thus limiting the service 

area. 

The overall project, of which my project is part, is 

to investigate means of reducing the Jevel of re~eive<l 
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intermodulation products. This will increase the service aroa 

and also make it possible to increase the channel density. 

The number of transmitters connected to a single aerial is 

limited by the design of coupling networks which rna.intain 

isolation of the transmitters. rrhus the number of tr.ansmi tters 

is limited to six or seven per aerial, spaced in the order of 

a megahertz apart. However, the bartdwidth requirements of 

each channel are such that the minimum channel separation 

will be in the order of 12.5 kHz. 

If the effective linearity of the transmltber could be 

sufficiently improved, each transmitter would provide 60 or 

more channels instead of one as it does at present. 

It should be possible to design corporate arrays of 

transister VI-IF power amplifiers (2) capable of several kilo~ 

watts and with intermodulation products -~.() dB down, 

To make such high channel densities possible, 

intermodulation products need to be suppressed by 90 or 

·100 dB in order that the bc1se station receiver pe}~fo.r.r::ianc>,! J_,:; 

not dr~g-raded. 

'I. 3 :METHODS OF' REDUCING DISTOR':I'ION IN VHJi' Alv1PJ.H•'IEJ.{~3 

'f.'here are two well known methods of irnp:coving the 

linearity of amplifiers; 11 feed···back" a.1td "feed~·forwc.1.r:d 11
, 

Feedback requires frequency shaping to maintain 

stability and at VHF the excessive phaseshift in the forward 

path becomes the limiting factor in the use of feedback at 

these frequencies. 

~'3eidel 1 Beurrie:c and F:cieclman of the Bel 1 '.l'elephone 

Laboratories published a paper ( :n in ·1968 describinq the 
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capabiJ.itics of feodforward ~ppJ.ied to VHF amplJ.fiors. This 

was the fir::-;t. f3Uccessful at.tempt of feedfox:wcrcd correction at 

these frequencies and. Seidel (If) ( 5) later proved its 

usefulness at micror,vave :Lr:equenc.ies, HoWt'::)Ve:r, tltese 

experiments involved amplifiers of 50 or less watts where the 

isola ti.on between the sub~;.i.diary and ma.in amplifiers of the 

feedforward system (figure 1) was satisfactory using 

transformer injection. AJ.ternatively, quadrature hybrids 

were used, at the expense of losing half the power from the 

main amplifier. 

The VHF mobile service requires 10 to 15 watts 

effective radiated power per channel which implies 600 to 

900 watts for a 60 ;hannel transmitter with a peak power 

requirement in excess of 30 kW. However, this peak power is 

only required if all channels are used simultaneously so ~hat 

a power of a few kilowatts could be used if clippinq of i-.l.'.r,~ 

peak power was ~cceptable. 

''•-.,.~.~ CJ 1.··I . ~ "''" -~-
•,'?• __ ,.._,.,,_ ~";.l 

ampl L r:J.e·c 11li.:d ng 
n~, LWOJ. k 

,.,/'-.. .... .... ,. 
~-- [~G l ~7 ~ 

• ... <

4

~----··· ... _~,.~--•-m• ·'--""·o'" '!"' Direct ionaJ.~··- • ·- /_/ s~·l;.~:i.diary • 
_.,. 

coupJ.er arnpJ.i£Ler 

1'' Lq. 1 



1 • l.,l MAIN'rI-\INING ISOLZ.\'rION BE'l'WEEN Al\1PLI:F'IE!RS 

IN A F'EED -FORWARD LOOP 

With the main amplifier power bein9 in the order of 

2 or 3 kW the 8 dB of isolation between -!.::he main and 

subsidiary amplifiers, provided by transformer coupling, :L' <'.! 
<J 

insufficient. The power dissipated in the output stage of 

the subsidiary would be excessive and its linearity, which 

is of prime importance, reduced. Feedforward correction 

effectively exchanges the noise and distortion of the main 

amplifier for that of the subsidiary amplifier which, being 

of lower power, can be made inherently more linear, 'I'hus 

it is important to maintain sufficient isolation between the 

main and subsidiary amplifiers. 

Using quadrature couplers to combine the siqnals giv2s 

ev,:::Pl_l,::,n{- ic.;nl;:it-inn h11f inunlyP!'s the lo:3s of half i::he 

transmitter power which may be economically unacceptable at 

these higher levels. 

Edward, L.N.M. (6) has proposed an aeriaJ. arcay as 

the mixing net.work with the main and subsidiary signals 

being radiated independently, the r,,n:-ror cancellin,g in the 

11 far~£ ield 11
• An array of co Li.near dipoles was proposed ( G) 

as this was a minimum mutual coupling· config·u:ca.tion. 

The properties of such arrays were investigated by 

Butland, R.G. (7) on a digital computerc. 1-le predicted thclt:". 

a five element array could give the required suppression of 
0 . . . 

·the distortion over a 20 vertical ang·le while ma"int,iii1ing 

15 dB of isolation·between the amplifiers. 

The most important place for the errors to cancel is 

at the base receiver aerial which is the closest recipient 
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significant. radiation of intPrrnodulation products which fall. 

within the passband of the receiver will degrade its 

performance. As it l• C' ., still far enough away to be in the 

far-field (see Appendix V (a)) the base receiv:3r ac::!r:ial can 

be used to sample the far-field and thus provide information 

for continuous adjustment of th0 correcting signal to give 

maximum rejection at the base receiver. At the same time 

the range of vertical angles over which cancellation takes 

place would be made wide enough to improve the signal over 

the entire service area. A pilot tone could be injected at 

the output of the main amplifier, and would subsequently be 

treated as an error. 

The control system would detect any pilot tone present 

at the receiver aerial and adjust the phase and amplitude of 

the correcting signal to null it. The subsidiary amplifier 

could be controlled using a similar method to that of Seidel 

(5). (See figure 2). 

T 
I 

V1 
r 
I 

Fig. 2 ~ Proposr~,a act:ive car;.ceJ.ling z:iyr:;·Len.1 
' . ' using an aerial array. 



1 • 5 MY WORK IN RELZ\'11 ION 'I'O '11 HE OVERi\l:,L PR0(JECT 

The overall project may be split into three phases: 

1) The design and evaluation of the aerial system. 

2) The design and evaluation of a high-power linear 

amplifier for the .transmitter. 

3) Development of the control system to maintain 

cancellation of the error signals. 

My work concerns phase one and is itself divided into two 

related tasks: 

A) Design of a measurement system to evaluate the aerial 

array studied by R.G. Butland (7) in 1972/1973. 

6 

B) Use of the system to study the array characteristics to 

determine whether they are satisfactory. 

The execution and results of this work are detailed in the 

following sections. 
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2. THE MEASUREMEN'l' SYSTEM 

2. 'I THE ARRAY TO BE TESTED 

Butland R.G., predicted that a five element array of 

colinear dipoles with spacing of O. 6 A between element 

centres would provide 50 dB of suppression over a twenty 

degree vertical angle when driven with the relative phasing 

and amplitudes given in table ·1. He then evaluated the 

main (elements 1, 3 and 5) and subsidiary (all elements) 

patterns with the vertically polarised array centred 3 A 

above a lossy groundplane. 

Dipole No. 

Table ·1 : Phases and c7.rnpli tudes of :Er:ee·-<~pace 
model referenced to the e:c~ntre dipol,J, 

(Numbered i:rora the~ top) · 

Vertical polarization is chosen on two grounds. 

Firstly, it is already in use with the mobile service, and 

secondly it provides an omnidirectional signal in a 

horizontal plane. 

The patterns predicted are shown in figure 3. 

The isolation between the main and subsidiary 

amplifiers was calculated to be~ ·1,3. 6 dB. 



•oO n 

_J L_ _ _L _ _,__I __i_ __ t~___.___L~J ~-J 
10 'J.0 _ 30 Q 41) so 60 70 6\J so 100 

NB 90 = horizontal plane 

Fig. 3: Predicted patterns of a 5 element array with 
separation of 0.6 A between eJ.ement centres and 
height above a lossy ground plane to the centre 
of the array of 3 A . 

') '1 
c ... ., ..:::. RE!Qi.JII\EJYl:Et~TS r\'1---:i 

\.J.C 

In order to evaluate the array, measurement m0st be 

made of the far-field radiation pattern over the range of 

interest. Most traffic will be in the range to + 10° 

8 

(0° = horizontal plane)., However, t.o allow fo:i: the possible 

ef fee ts of atmospheric refraction of the sky ,,vave, and ground 

reflections, good rejection should be m~ititainea from 

approximately ..:5° to + 1 s 0 , According J.y the rner1s1u·ernent 

n n 
system should plot the pattern from ·-5~ to> ·~ 30-, outside 

this range, the pattern is of liti:le in~erest, pcov~ding 
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1 , 3 and 5) • If the pattern measured is close to that 

predicted, then it can be assumed that behaviour outside the 

measured range is satisfactory. 

Although the correction system envisages driving the 

main array (elements 1, 3 and 5) independently of the 

subsidiary array (elements 2 and 4) there is no reason why, 

for the purposes of evaluation, all elements cannot be 

driven by a single amplifier. This eliminates the problems 

of relative drift in gain and phase of the runplifiers. The 

main and subsidiary patterns may then be measu~ed in the 

far-field by switching 'out' and 1id the subsidiary array. 

For the pattern to be measured in the far-field, the 

measurement must be made at a distance of at least 155 feet 

from the array (see Appendix V(a)). To accommodate a 

vertical angle of + 25° at this range require:=.; rneasurernent. 

to be made at a height of 78 feet above the centre of the 

array. 

For the ground to have a minimal eff~ct on the input 

.impedance o.f the dipole.s (i.e. < ± 2 ~1 ) it was necc,ssar.:y 

for the lowest dipole of the array to be centred at least 

2. 3 A above the ground, this means that the centre t':>f the 

array is approximately 36 feet from the ground (at the 

allocated frequency of iOLl.8 MHz). The maximum height for 

the measuring antenna is then 78 + 36 = 114 feet, which is 

beyond the reach of any portable tower availahle. 

Using a balloon to loft the measurement antenna would 

have two-fold advantages of giving the ~equired elevation, 

and removing a major disturbing influence from the fieJ.d of 

the array. If the measurement antenna were to receive a 

signal from th(~ ,-1.r..t·,,1y I a lon,J I and po:3fl.ibly heavy I c;:1hlc 



would be required to carry the signal to the measuring 

equipment. 

'IO 

However, being a linear aystem, it is also reciprocal 

and it is therefore possible, and certainly convenient, to 

transmit the signal from the airborne measurement antenna, 

and receive it with the array. This also means that the 

measuring instrurnents 1 setting up instruments, and array 

feeding network can be kept together in a mobile instrument 

rack. 

To set up the array, accurate measurements and 

adjustment of phase and amplitude of each di.pole must be 

made. For the dipole phases and amplitudes to be accurately 

represented at accessible measuring points in the instrument 

rack the electrical lengths of the lines feeding the 

OJ:' 

known so that a correction may be applied. 

To facilitate fast interpretation of measurements, 

equalisation of the line lengths was chosen. This was 

accomplished by irn,ert.ing II l:Lne~stretchcrs 11 in a 11 but the 

reference line. 

Us:Lnq a Time-c,Doma.in Re(l.ectometer the linei3 could be 

matched to within± 1 mm, which is± 0.19° at the frequency 

of operation. A Hewlett-Packard Vector Voltmeter was 

available to measure phase and amplitude at the sampling 

poinb3, which consisted of five sar11pling· 11 '.rees 11 °\,.Ti th 

:Lc:lentical performance to the HP11536A 50 ~ 'i:'ce. Usin<_:j these 

~rees the maximum possible e1Tor in determining phase .was 

± I.[, 5(), 

Butland had simulated a 5 degree error on a single 

element as shown in fi0u~e 4, 0iving ~ minimum rejection 



ratio of -·37 dB. 

J 
dB 

·'JO-

·30 

-1.0 . 

·50 -

~60 • 

J__J.:_,i_J ___ L ... J.--1 ,f - I I. I l~J.-~I _JJ 
0 10 20 30 i,O 50 60 70 60 90 100 110 120 130 11.0 iSO iGO 170. 0. 

NB 90° = horizontal plane 

Fig. 4: Predicted radiation pattern o:E 5 elernrc:.nt 
array with 5° error in phase of eiement 2. 

1 1 

This indicates that setting the phases within the accura6y 

available should still produce a recognisable pattern. 

The errors in setting amplitude at the dipoles arise 

from four sources: 

1) The Vector Voltmet2r ± 0.2 dB in range Oto -60 dBm 

2) The coaxial lines± 0.1 dB 

3) 

/.[) 

The Balun 

vst-m 

± 0.1 dB 

± 0.1 dB (see Appendii II(b)) 

Total error is ± 0. 5 dB which is ± B% in ai:nplitude. . Aqain, 

Butland had simulated a 5% error in amplitude on an element 

and the pattern was sti.11 recognisable with a minimum 
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Careful consideration was given to the type of balun 

to be constructed as it has to be reproducible and conform 

with the physical layout envisaged. An important criterion 

of the measurement system is that the dipoles and associat.ec1 

feed systems be identical to preserve symmetry. The vm,rn 

of each dipole, balun and feeder must be similar and as low 

as possible if symmetry and accuracy of phase and amplitude 

measurements are to be maintained. 

The requirement that the subsidiary dipoles radiate 

equal power a little over 3 dB down on the mah, array centre 

dipole suggested that the signal initially be split with a 

3 dB hybrid, giving equal power to the main and subsidiary 

arrays then splitting this with a further 3 dB hybrid to 

drive the individual elements of the subsidiary array. The 

subsidiary array may be switched in and out with a single 

coaxial switch placed in the line before the second 3 an 

coupler. The requirements on the switch are that it have 

a low VSWR and correctly te:cm:l.nate bot.ll inpi-1l: and out.put. 

lines when the subsidiary array is switched out. 

Elements 1 and 5 of the main array require a signal 

14.5 dB down on the centre dipole; this was achJ.eved using 

a 14 dB dual directional coupler designed and built by 

Butland (7). 

Adjustment of phase and amplitude ~ould be done using 

directional couplers with mismatched conjugate ports. These 

were built in five phase-·shifter/attenu2.tor pairs, one for 

each line. This helped further to preserve symmetry in the 

system. Having a phase-shifter/attenuator pair in the 

reference line ( elc-::mE=mt 3) aL;o permitted the refer.ence 

phase and amplitude lo be shifted so i::1.3 to put the other 
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pairs within their adjustment range of± 45° and Oto 10 dB. 

There was a minimum "O dB" Betting loss through each pair: of 

2 dB. However, as it was the same for all lines, it did not 

affect relative adjustments. 

Any fixed attenuation has the advantage of damping 

reflections and hence lowering the overall VSWR. This, 

however, must be weighed off against the amount of signal 

which may be requiied to provide accurate readings of 

sufficient dynamic range. Too much attenuation would 

require a high power transmitter with conseqn<:•1i l:ial increased 

weight and decreased battery life. 

No extra attenuation over tha.t which was required to 

give correct relative amplitudes or which occurred as a 

natural consequence of the components used was introduced, 

The resulting VSWR proved to be well within a target limit 

of 1. 2. 

'fo measure t.he incoming signal, and hence the re~iection 

ratio, a Hewlett-Packard Spectrum Analyser ~•1a.13 used v,1hich had 

1 reference level error' of± 0.3 dB and a reading error over 

a 5 0 dB 1:·a:nge of t 'I dB. This g j_ves a rnaxinrnrn error of 

± 0. 3 dB on absolute power of input GigT1a.l Mid J: 1. j dB on 

the rejection ratio. The useful signal range of the 

analyser was -100 dBm to~- 10 dBm (see Appendix I). 

2.3 THE PROPOSED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Bearing in mind the considerations of the previous 

section, the measurement syst~n shown in figure 5 was 

proposed. 

The system can be divided into six areas which will be 
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dealt with in the following sections: 

The transmitter 

The dipoles 

The baluns and feeders 

Line stretcher and Sampling Tee box 

Phase-shifters and attenuators 

·15 

Directional coupler, power dividers and array switching. 



3. DESIGN AND BUILDING OF ~1 HE: MKASUREMEN'r SYSTEM 

3. l 'l'HE BALUN 

The requirements of the balun were to match the 50 a 

unbalanced coaxial feeder to the balanced dipole with 

impedance 73 Q ± 2 Q • As stated earlier, the mismatch 

should be such as to produce a VSWR no greater than 1.2. 

3. 'I. 2 !?esign_ 

Roberts "W.K., (8) describes a form of balun which 

uses a quarter wave transmission line section which is 

placed inside one of the balanced arms, thereby minimising 
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the overall physical length. There are two frequen~ies for 

which the balun has a VSWR of 1. and it was arranged for 

the lower of these two to be the operating frequency. 

The physical layout of the balun is given in figure 6, the 

3 o 'I., 3 Con::-:;truction 

'I'he balun consists of two lengths of UR67 50 n coaxial 

cable with the outer sheath removed. These are laid 

side-by-side, separated by three strips of ADS plastic 
' 

'I mm x 7 mm x 35 cm and shorted t:og·ether at one r,md with a 

copper strap. One coaxial line is an extension of the· 

coaxial feeder at l:he same end as the shorting :'',trap. /1.t 

the other end the centre conductors are connected with R 

copper link and the balanced load connected across the outer 

b:caidr~ of the. two coax·i .3J 1:'ine::-:" 'The ai,::;cmbly :l.c; lieJd 



together by sliding a '1 .5 inch len~Jth of 25 mm heat--sh:cink 

sleeving over the coaxial lines and shrinking it with a 

heat gun. 

The outer braids of the two coaxial lines form a 

length of parallel transmission line with a characteristic 

impedance of 73 Q • Experimental lengths of parallel line 

were made up and their impedances measured on a Tirne..,,.Domain 

Reflectometer. The type and thickness of dielectric was 

varied until a 73 Q line vvas achieved. 

3.1.4 Performance 

Five baluns were built and their VShlR ranqcd from •j .0'.5 

to 1.1 at 104.8 MHz. The loss through the baluns was 

0.4 dB± 0.1 dB. Figure 7(a) gives a typical VSWR plot and 

figure 7 (b) the attenuation f:r:om 9 0 MHz to 15 0 MHz. 'rhe 

matching and VSWR was considered to be sufficiently good 

for use in the system. 

drill to cut 
centre < --~ --~---·'·· ·---- 13, 7 'L ----••.-· ·---·- - ····"· , .. 

conductor~ 

C 
~ 1,--------- --.~\S" ----· ·, 

~:i\ l'f:7 
~".'~T'---- . . ' -~~,=~~~- --=· ~~~~-~,- -~=--~-.-. ~~-,= -j.;'~-rt 
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Fig. 6: Physical construction of the balun. 
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Fig. 7(a) VSWR of balun 

(b) Attenuation through balun 

Figures 8 and 9 show respectively the completed balun and 

its connection to the dipole. 

3.2 THE DIPOLES 

3.2.1 Construction 

A dipole structure containing the balun described in 

the last section was required to operate on 104.8 MHz. 

It had to provide suitable support for itself and the balun. 

Some means of controlling accurately the spacing between one 

dipole and the next was required, 'J1 hc w.ho1e . r..;tructure rnust 

be weather~proof and durable. 

Class~C PVC electrical conduit and fittings would 

appear to have the required properties as well as being easy 

to assemble and flexible und0.i:· hic:rh wind load.Lnq which nwy 
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F'ig. 8 ~ ·A completed bci.lun 

Fig. 9: Conn8ction of balun to dipole 
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be experienced. A trial dipole with adjustable stubs was 

constructed to allow evaluation of the technique and also to 

allow testing of the balun-dipole combination over a range 

of frequencies. 

3.2.2 Performance 

The dipole was tested for VSWR at 5 MHz intervals from 

98 MHz to 115 MHz, the length of the dipole being adjusted 

for minimum VSWR at each centre frequency and then a plot of 

VSWR made at frequencies 500 kHz either side of the nominal 

centre frequency. The results are summarised in figure 10. 

1.4 

1.3 

VSWR 

1.2 

1.1 
V· 

100 

V 
105 

Frequency (MHz) 

V 

110 115 

Fig. 10: VSWR of balun-dipole combination about centre 
frequencies 5 MHz apart. The dipole is tuned 
at each centre frequency. 

Further testing of the array, if these trials proved 

successful, would require operation of the array over a 

bandwidth of 1 MHz and at centre frequencies ranging between 

98 and 115 MHz. For this reason it was decided to ensure 

that the balun dipole combination would work successfully at 



other frequencies and bandwidths,, As can be seen from 

figure 'IO, the frequency can be shifted ± 5 MH:,~ from 

104.8 MHz before the VSWR criterion of 1.2 is exceeded, 

and even then the VSWR remains below 1.3. This means that 

a change in centre frequency can be accommodated by simply 

changing.the length of the dipole elements. 
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To maintain accurate spacing of the dipoles it was 

decided to link the ends of the elements with fibreglass 

rods. T_he same method was also used to connect the two 

halves of each dipole. The screws which retained the fibre-· 

glass also held solder lugs to which the balun was attached. 

The dipole elements and balun met in a 1¼'' conduit inspection 

'l'ee. A length of 1¼ 11 conduit housed the balun as well as 

providing fixing for the dipole. A type 'N' cable jack 

connector was retained in a tufnol plug at the other end of 

the conduit. The ½11 aluminium tube dipole elements were 

supported in the Tee by tufnol plugs. 

'I'he connector, dipole elements and inspc0:c-L:i.cn 'T,0)e lid 

were coated with MS4 silicon grease before beinq J.ockea in 

place with grub screws. The balun was supported inside the 

conduit on sponge rubber blocks which had no measurable 

effect on the VSWR. l-\ completed dipole is pictu.red in 

figure 11. Figure 12 shows the method of fixing the dipoles 

to the supports in the oregon box section extension pole to 

be described in the next section. 

Once installed in the ari·ay on the te,st:i.ng· site -

the VSWR of the individual dipoles wa.s measun~d ( for VSWR 

measurement technique and errors see Appendix II). 

are presented in table 2. 

These 
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Dipole No. I ~ 3 4 5 Max. Error 
-. --_-----· ·--·- -, ·------·- ') --- ---------------- +-·--- -,-
,-----•-•--•- ~--~--~~~~ ----- --------~ -----~ -~~c-- ---- • ---

VSWR 1.15 1.10 1.10 1.08 1.13 ± 0.035 

Table 2: VSWR of individual dipoles in array measured at 
104.8 MHz with the non-active dipole feeders 
terminated in 50 ~1 (numbered from the top element) 

The isolation between individual antennas was measured 

by driving one antenna and sampling the input power. The 

remaining antennas ~,vere te:cminated in .5 0 rt and · the · received 

power measured with the Vector Voltmeter. 

The feeder lines to the dipoles were made. 55 feet long 

and had an attenuation over that length of 1.3 dB± 0,1 dB. 

The baluns had an attenuation of 0.4 dB± 0.1 dB so that the 

loop attenuation, not counting the coupling of the dipoles, 

is: 

(2 X 'J.3) + (2 X 0.4) := 3.,L[ ± 0,li dB 

The Vector Voltmeter readings are accurate to± 0.2 ~B over 

the range used and the VSWR error is± 0.1 dB. The actual 

dipole couplinq is the rneo.sured coupling minus aL, w:i_ th an 

accuracy of± 0.7 dB. The co~rected dipole coupling figures 

are given in table 3. 

Coupling in dB 

Max. Error :l: 0 , 7 dB 

2 -19.6 -29.6 -36.6 
,----,---~-- --~~--------- ~~------ ·---~·~--------

3 -19.6 ··30.0 
---·--- ·-------- -~·-· 

4 ~20.3 

'l'abJe J; M:1t11a1 coupJ.jn<::J of dipo.l.f" p21ic::-; in the array. 
( Uf pol c-:: .-, r111mbc ('ccd Lcorn t:lte! l.O)_J) 



Fig. 12: Fixing of dipole in array Fig. 11: A 104.8 MHz dipole 

N 
w 





3. 3 SI'I'ING AND CONSTRUCTION OF '!.'HE ARRAY 

3.3.1 Choice of site 

The vertical profile of the array constructed is 

given in figure 13. 

A fifty foot pole would be required to support the 

array as dictated by considerations in section 2.2. The 

New Zealand Post Office made available a free-standing 30 

foot hardwood pole at a farm three miles from Tai 'J~apu. 

21.( 

The site was free from close obstacles and appPared to be 

entirely suitable except for the pole being 20 feet short of 

the required length. There is a rocky outcrop 60 feet high 

some 2 0 0 0 feet distant, the effect of which was considered 

to be of second order at that distance. 

3. 3. 2 Some practical considc~ratj.ons of construct~--~:'.}~ 

An extension box section pole LfO feet in length wa.s 

constructed from ·1 11 x LI II oregon. 1rhis ·was hinged on the 

hardwood pole at 12 feet frorn the ground and. r:aised by means 

of a rope passi.ng over a pulley at the top of the harilivood 

pole. Power to raise the extension was provided by a 

Land.rover. 

This form of support for the array had the advantage 

of permitting relatively easy access to the dipoles and 

allowed installation of the dipoles and feeders at ground 

level. 

The effects of wind-induced oscillations of the 

extension pole were assessed during assembly and the array 

proved to be sufficiently flexible to permit the fibre-· 

glass spacing rods to be screwed into every dipole. This 
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Fig. 13: Vertical profile of the array. 
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through these supports to a crossarm at the top of the pole,, 

Thus the dipole spacing could be maintained to a tolerance 

of ± 'I mm (= ± 0. -1 3°) . The spacers stiffen the dipoles 

against relative sideways movement. 

As the 30 foot hardwood pole was only embedded 8 or 10 

feet in the sa.ndy soil, three 25 mm polypropylene guy ropes 

were used to stay it. Also, two 6 mm polypropylene g·uys 

were used from the top of the box section. These had been 

used initially to stabilise the pole during raising and 

lowering. 

The feeders were all of the same length (55 feet) for 

reasons explained earlier, so that the lowest dipole 

contributed a 30 foot tail at qround lGveL To accommoc1ate 

this length a weather-proof box was mounted on the pole, 

seven feet off the ground. 

A minimum number of metal fit.tings were us,°=d t.o a.void 

spurious re-radiation from semi-resonant conductive lengtl1s. 

The metal steps and bracket bolts were much shorter than 

resonant length and were also at right angles to the E-field 

plane of the dipoles, The~ only significant J.,.~ngth1, of metal 

were the outer braids of the coaxial feeders \vhich were in 

the E-field plane 4 feet from the dipoles.· The effect they 

had was gauged during initial trials. It did not appear td 

be significant. 

All connectors were wrapped ·with self·-fur::ing tape to 

-protect them from the weather. The LJ,O foot extension ·pole 

and other wooden fittings were coated with· wood preservative 

and varnish. If the initial tests were successful, the array 

could be left over a. period of time to allow asset3r-::ment of 

aging and weathering effects. 
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The wooden fixings for the dipoles were clamped on to 

the pole so that different dipole spacings could be trJ.ed. 

This would also permit operation at other frequences if 

required~ 

Figure 14 shows a general view of the array. 

Uneven tensioning of the bolts securing the wodden 

clamps led to a distortion of the array. This could best 

be assessed by viewing the arrc1y from beneath. The maximum 

departure from a straight line was estimated to be 1!1 which 

. . 1 t . 3. 2° 1 is equiva en co pnase error. The effecL this had on 

the radiation pattern could be assessed by making two sets 

of measurements mutually at right ang-les. The amount of 

distortion is shown in figure 15. 

3. q LINE-S'l'RETCHERS AND Sl\MPLING 'l'EES 

Four General Radio 20 cm line-stretchers were mounted 

in the same box a.s the five sampling 'l'ees shown in figure -16. 

These were connected in series with the fec~ds t.o dipoJ.e:3 ·i r 

2, 4 and 5. Dipole 3 had a straight-throu0h coaxial ~~ble 

link which was equivalent to a line··stretcher set o. L 'l O cm. 

'I'hi.s enabled the length:; of feeder t.o uach sampling 'J'ee to 

be equalised with line 3. 

The five s,Jlltpling 'I'ees were ma.chined in brasf3 and had 

gold plated centre conductors. Their VSWR 1 s were virtually 

identical and are given in table 4. 

Table 4: VSWR of sampling Tees construc~e<l. 
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'rhe VSWR improved when the Vecto:r Voltmeter probe was 

inserted. :t?or most accurate me:-;asurement:-:-i a dummy probe 

should be inserted in the Tee when not in use. The VSWR of 

the line-stretcher box measured from the BNC input with the 

output terminated in a 5 0 51 load was 'I • 1 ± 0. 2. 

From the sampling Tees through the rest of the driving 

network the loss and VSWR are not quite as critical as they 

are in the lines from the sampling Tees to the dipoles. For 

th:Ls reason the sampling Tee was also used as a bet,,veen

series adaptor to change from the UR67 cabl:e and type N · 

connectors feeding the array to UR76 cable and BNC 

connectors. The smaller cable is much easier to handle in 

confined spaces. The lines connecting- the sampling Tees 

with the BNC panel Jacks are not of equal length therefore 

the phases at the BNC connectors differ from those at the 

Tees. This must be allowed for when designing the layout of 

the driving network. 

3, 5 PHASE~SIH1!1 ~l'ERS AND AT~CENUATORS 

~['hese were constructed using 3 dB di rectic>tk\1 couple:rf3 

( 9) . Each coupler consisted of a 'I 9" leng t:h of "Wireline ii 

Hybrid supplied by Sage Laboratories Inc. To achieve± 45° 

phase shift with negligible change in attenuation the 

conjugate ports of the coupler were terminated in a variable 

reactance. The attenuator had its conjugate ports terminated 

with a variable resistance. The::, loss through the 

attenuator/phase-shifter pair with the phase-shifter set to 

mid-range and the attenuator set at '0 1 dB was 2 dB± 0.2 dB 

for all five pairs. ':t7he :ceactive terminations con:-:;iste,J of 
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Fig·. 16 ~ Line«·stretcher and sampling Tee box 

Fig. 17: PhasH-sbifters and attenuators 
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3 to 30 pF Philips bee-hive trimmers which were driven with 

perspex shafted nut-drivers. 

A table of :_:;ettings for minimum VSWR J.El given in 

Appendix VI. The mid-range VSWR with 10 1 dB attenuation set 

was 1.13 ± 0.2 for all pairs. Mistracking the capacitors by 

± half a turn increased the VSWR to 1.2. 

VSWR improves with increasing attenuation as expected, 

but only up to 5 dB, after that the VSWR again increases. 

Attenuation settings above 10 dB are unreliable because 

the wafer "trimpot.s 11 used are approaching the c.·,.>rrect match 

for the hybrid, Imperfect tracking causes one or other to 

pass the matched condition when, theoretically, the 

' t ' ' . . f . ' t t ' h . . ' ' h ' ~a 9 C) 0 ac~enuacion is in 1n1 e, a c is poinc c ere 1s a SUQ .en 

change in phase. 

The phase-shifter/attenuator pairs were constructed on 

a strip of fibr&.-glass printed circuit board and mounted in 

a removable tray on the: instrument :-cack. 'I'he input and 

output of each pair vrere brought to BNC pan<:":!l J acl-:~: on the 

front panel. (See figures 17 and 18). 

3. 6 'I'HE l\RRt-\Y DRIVING ~WS'I'EM 

In order that the correct phasing be obtainable within 

the range of the phase-shifters, careful atter1tion was paid 

to cable lengths and layout. Figure 20 gives required 

phasing and cable J.engths to achieve this. 

Figure "! 9 sl1c>w:c; the 1ayo11-t of the 3 dB hyb:rids and 

dual directional coupler. The cable identification from 1 A' 

through 1 F 1 on the circnit diagram in figu~e 20 can be seen 
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Fig·" 18 ~ Front pa_ne1 of array driving system 

Fig. 19: Quadrature coupler tray 
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FIG.20:. Circuit of array dr:.iving system giving correct phasing and amplitude. w 
w 
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on the cables. Use has been made of the fac l:. that c1 '19" 

length of coaxial line is equivalent to qc) 0 c,•c· pl1~ 0 e, sl1if"·t ,. _f _ • ,{.._l Ll '-- ... .,.~ ..,,. e 

The coaxial switch was equivalent to L!." of coaxial line. 

'rhe phase at any point in the circuit, relative to 

the sampling Tee in line 3 is shown above the line. Small 

figures inside the couplers give the phase relationships 

between the ports. Nominal settings of the phase-shifters 

and attenuators are shown in boxes. A circle on a circuit 

line indicates a type Nor BNC connector pair. Length and 

identification of each cable is given alongside the cable 

in small figures. The change in phase at the input to the 

line-·stretcher box was caused by unequal line lengths between 

the BNC connectors and the sampling Tees. 

3. 6. 2 'l'ransport and poweE_ St!J2ply 

The two trays housing the Array Driving Network we:re 

mounted in a Dexion rack which also carried the Vector 

Voltmeter and Display Section for the Spect:r:urn Ana.ly::~er and 

'rime-Domain Reflectorneter. 

Four rubber shock mounts were fitted to the ~ack which 

could then be bolted in t::he back of a La.ndrover:, 'I'1K, line---

stretcher and sa.mpling· 'I1ee box w,n:, then mounted on the .cJ:i.de 

of the rack and retained with four wing nutft. The shock 

mounts each had a dead weight capacity of 50 lbs giving a 

maximum all up weight for the rack of 200 lbs. rche ,::a.ck 

with all equipment installed and line·-stretcher box rnounted 

wei9hed 160 lbs. 

Two shock mounts failed during use owing to deficient 

rubber-metal bonding., The :cesona.nt frequency of the rack on 

the mounts appeared urmecessar ily low. Stiffer.: w.onnts 

givinq a resonant f:cequ.cncy of ·1 0 to ·1 5 H:,,: rn,::1.y pLovc mon~ 
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satisfactory. This would give adequate isolation from higl1 

frequency vibration to which the equipment is most 

susceptible. 

The dipole inputs to the line-stretcher box were at 

the rear of the rack which was mounted facing the back door 

of the Landrover. This enabled the feeders to be brought in 

through a side window. 

The equipment could be operated standing outside the 

back door. There was sufficient room for a person to 

operate inside with the door closed if the weather was 

inclement. 

A distribution board with seven 230 V outlets was 

mounted on the rear of the instrument rack. From this a 

30 foot extension lead ran outside to a 230 V, 50 Hz 

generator capable of supplying at least 1 kW. 

3. 7 THE 1'RANSMITTER 

3.7.1 Requirements 

The minimrnn distance from the arra_y at .: _,_ .! 4- ,_. 

WCJ..L(__; l.l the 

transmitter could be operated was calculated to be-155 feet. 

However, ground level obstructions made siting of the 

balloon control lines more conven1ent at 330 feet. To give. 

a minimum dynamic range for null detection of 60 dB at the 

Spectrum Analyser, the necessary radiated power was 

calculated to be + ·1 4 dBm. 

'J'he power received at the array var.ies wH.:.h angle 

because of two factors: 

1) Increasing range with increa~3ing angle 

2) Variations with angle in effective radiated power frrnn 
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the transmitter dipole. 

Appendix V (b) gives details of hmv these factors wc~re 

determined and a table of correction factors which could be 

applied to the absolute received power at the array. 

The change in absolute received power level will, of 

course, have no effect on the rejection ratio measurement as 

this is measured relative to the received power in the main 

array at any specified angle. The corrections are applied 

when considering either the main or main-plus-subsidiary 

arrays. 

However, the maximum correction nrn.st be applied to 

the requi:ced t:cansrni tter power to preserve the dynamic range· 

at large angles. The required transmitter power therefore 

becomes + 'I 7. 7 dBm at an angle of 35°. 'I'he desig·n target 

power for the t:ransmitter was set at 100 mW (+ 20 dBm). 

Appendix V gives details of the transmitter design 

('10) (1'!) ('12) (13) ('J/t), 

The transmitter was operated under the University of 

Canterbury Experimental Radio Sta.tion ca.11 fJig-n ZL3X"r. 

Details of the al.locations mude by the New Zealand Post 

OffJ.ce are given in table 5. 

-----·--------~---------------~--~------~--.-~==----~--

F'requency 10Ll.8 MHz± 005% 
--------------~-- ----- ---

Power (ERP) 2 0 watts rnaxirnurn 

Aerial Colinear array vertically polarised 
----~-~----------~--------·=~----,----------------~---

Table 5: Specifications set by NZPO 

To loft the transmitter successfully with a 
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Fig. 21 ~ 'l'he cornp1eted 104. 8 MHz transmitter 





and compact., It rnust also havf~ ~:;uff:Lcient endurance on 

batteries so that :measurement:, can be made for a full day 

without significant loss of power. 

3.7.2 Performance -·---~-·---

The finished transmitter as pictured in figure 2·1 

gave the performance listed in table 6. 

* 

--

Frequency 'I0Lf.8 MH 
1--------. -------

z ± 200 Hz>:' 

·1 dB Power output ·100 mW t 

Spurious outputs >25 dB be - low 'I 00 rnW 

Supply voltage 'i 2 vo1t.s 
~· ~-----

Supply current 70 mA 
- -~--~ ------·--
Batteries 8 size I C1 cells 

-
Endu:cance '12 hours 

-----.,~--.--
Wei<Jht 2.5 lbs 

---~--.-..,.~-, ---~----- -----~J 
•rable 6: Performance of transmitter. 

+ 6 0 O . , } . .L . . f I t· _100 Hz at switcn-on, stao1_1sing to± 200 Hz a_ter ·J 

minutes, at 2 o0 c rnnbient. 
'I ' . t . I 0 0 0 ·1 re• ,- 1) 0 +·o· ;: o0 c·'.. _·empera-cure varJ.c1.:ion, :r: • ¾ :r:rorn ~ o _ 

* * Power output down 1 dB afh 0:r ·1 2 hour.:, continuous use., 
Vee down to 10.5 volts. 

3.8 BALLOONING 
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Details of the ballooning technique used und suggested 

improvements nre given in Appendix VII. 
. . 

An 800 g Meteorological Balloon will develop about 

16 lbs lift when filled with a maximum of 250 cu. ft. of 

hydrogen gas. However, great care is required in the t1se of 

hydrogen ;30 it wa~, dt':•cided to ut;e helium 1::ras ioE;'i:.ead. 'l'hiro 



meant that tht~ balloon could develop 13. 7 lb~; of lift with 

a full bottle of helium ( 2 ll O cu. ft.) o 
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The balloon would have to lift a maximrnn of 4 lb and 

still retain sufficient lift to ascend and keep the tether

lines taut. 

A triangular layout of tethering lines was used as 

this allowed accurate positioning of the balloon in both the 

hor.izontal and vertical planes. 

Additional lift would be required if the wind exceeded 

three or so knotsr 

The transmitter was suspended from the ring at which 

the three tether-lines met beneath the balloon. A tracer 

line was hung from the bottom of the transmitter so that 

there was some measure of control over its pendulous 

movement. This line was also necessary to raise and lower 

the balloon at low altitudes because excessive tension would 

be required in the triangular tether system. 

When used, the balloon developed only 12 lbs lift. 

This was most probably due to the restricted expansion of 

the balloon while held in the fish net whic11 supported the 

load. 

Figure 22 shows the method of filling the balloon 

with helium. A spring balance was used to determine the 

lift being developed. Figure 23 shows the attachment. of the 

balloon to the transmitter and tethering system. 

· rrhe important parameter, in ·terms of plot.ting the pat·t.e:r:n 

of the array, was_ the angle subtended by line between the 

array and the transmitter. This was not easily measured 

directly. However, by knowing the ran0e oft.he balloon in 

the horizontal plane, and measurin9 the a.ncsle subtendccd by 



a line joining a theodolite a few feet off the ground and 

the transmitter, the angle to the array could be calculated 

using elementary trigonometry (see Appendix IX(c)). 



Fig. 22: Fillin9 the balloon with helium 

Pig. 23: The balJ.oon tethering system 
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4. SETTING UP THE ARRAY --~------·---------

4. 1 LINE LENGTH EQUALISA'l1ION 

Before any measurements could be made it was 

necessary to equalise the feeder line lengths :Erorn the 

dipoles to the sampling Tees and check the VSWR. The 

highest VSWR (given in table 2) was ·1, 15, which corresponds 

to a reflection coefficient of 0.07. Assuming a worst case 

phase angle for the reflection coefficient, the rnaximi.un 

error in angle that can be introduced is± 4° (see Appendix 

II(b)). However, as all the baluns are of identical 

construction it was considered that, even if this worst case 

angle was present, the errors would be in the same direction 

in all lines, thus tending to mutually compensate. For this 

reason a figure of± 2° was accepted as the. error itcluding 

the line ll::'n9th f,etting er:cor of ± 0. 'I 9°. 'J7he overall ej~ror 

inc;lL1clir1g t:l1e \/c.c~t:c)~c· "~Jol+:n12t.e.x.-- phn_se error has a nuJ.};:inn1rn 

• r _, ,. ,.O possible value or~ b.~ • The line lengths we~e se\ by 

terminating the input to the line-stretcher box with 50 Sl 

and injecting the 'rime-Domain ReflectomE;t:er sis:Jnal at the 

sampling Tee as shown in figure 24. This meant there was 

effectively no reflection from the pulse which travelled 

back down the line to trw 5 0 n load. The ref lc~ction from 

the balun in line 3 was centred on the screen and the 

remaining lines set to this length within ± ·1 mm" 
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4.2 FIRST ORDER CORRECTION OF FREE-SPACE MODEL 

The phases and amplitudes required on the dipoles are 

those calculated for the free-space model as the figures for 

the array above a lossy ground plane were not published by 

Butland (7). A plane wave reaching the array from o0 in free 

space must produce voltages in the dipoles with equal 

amplitudes and phases. 

The behaviour of the earth as a reflecting surface is 

considerably different for vertical than for hc,1~ izontal · 

polarisation. For vertical polarisation both the relative 

amplitude and the relative phase of the reflection change 

with angle and vary considerably with different types of 

ground ( 1 5) . 

For this reason it was decided to measure the actual 

phases and amplitudes of a 'plane ,,~.,~ I ~.J... ()0 
WO.Vt::: Cll,.. V., 'I'hese 1;·i'ould 

allow a first-order correction of the free-space phases and 

amplitudes. (See Appendix IX(b) for typical ground 

reflection coefficients f:or horizontal and vertica.1 

polarisation). 

The source of the 'plane wave' for the measurement 

was the transmitter in the far~field. Amplitudes and phases 

measured this way are given in table 7. 

Table 7: Phases and amplitudes of individual dipole signals 
when illurnin2.1t.C:~d by a plane wave at o 0 
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The values of phase and amplitude which were set up on the 

aJ.'.'ray were obt2,ined from the free-.•space values by subtract

ing the values in table 7. The corrected phases and 

amplitudes as set up on the array are listed in table 8. 

- ------· --

Dipole No. ., 2 3 4 5 Max. error 
- -- -

cp (deg.) ~18 1 7 lt 0 -176 '8 ± 6.5° 
-···· 

IA! (dB) ~12.0 -·1 • 9 0 -3.0 ... 1l!. 6 ~= 0,5 dB 

Table 8: Initial values of phase and amplitude 
set at array dipoles. 

·-

The signal generator was synchronised with the 

transmitter within± 1 kHz and an appropriate level injected 

into the array driving network a.t the spectrum analyser 

connection, The maximum error due to frequency inaccuracy 

of the signal generator was ± 0, 01.i 0 which is insiqnificant 

compared with other errors. 

The signal was used to set the appropriate unases and 

amplitudes with the Vector Voltmeter as r,hown in fi.gur,3 2.5. 

It E,hculd be noted th,0 , t the max, fftUJn error of J; 6. s0 in 

phase is a very pessimistic value. The erior quoted for the 

Vector Volbneter of± 4.5° is a single measurement .absolute 

error. No figure was given for the error between a set of 

several relative measurements and it is likely that this 

would be in the order of± 1~ Overall the likely error in 

phase measurement from all causes would be nearer 
o· 

:1: 3 0 



,, t· 
iJ 

Fig. 24: Setting the feeder lengths 

Fig. 25: Adjusting phase and amplitude of the dipoles 





5. PERFORIYlANCE OF THE AH.RAY 

5. 1 PERFORMANCE WI'rH NOMINAL VALUES 

5 .1. ·1 The polar patterns 

The polar patterns obtained from the main and 

main-plus-subsidiary arrays are plotted in figure 26. 

1\6 

1\ngle 

Wess. ) 

Received power (dB) 

Fig. 26: Polar patterns of main (dipoles 1, 3 and 5) and 
main plus sub::;idiary (all elernc~nts) arrays with 
nominal values of phase and amplitude set. 

-10 



These have been corrected as outlined in Appendix V{b) for 

variation of received power with angle. '11he null.s were 

-32 dB and -30 dB respectively with the minimwn rejection 

ratio in between nulls of -23 dB. This performance was 

0 similar to that predicted for the array with a 5 error on 

one element so an attempt was made to deepen the nulls. 

A listing of all equipment required for ::;etting up 

and measuring in the field is given in Appendix VIII. 

Rejection ratio (dB) 

Angle 
(deg.) 

L!,7 

0 

-10 

Fig. 27: Rejection ratio (difference between main and main 
plus subs :i.diary arrays) 1 :nomina 1 values set. 



5.1.2 Errors 

The maximum errors for all gra.ph sample points are: 

Amplitude * ± LS dB 

Angle ± 0.25 0 

Table 9: Maximum errors in all polar patterns 

* This includes the Spect:rum Analyser maximum 
ratio error of± 0.5 dB and the display 
reading error of± 1.0 dB. 

The angular error results mostly from tl_.\·c rna.ximum 

error in horizontal range of± 15 feet. This arose from 

the uncertainty in the balloon position introduced by wind 

movement. 

5. 2 PERFORMANCE wrrH SEMI·~OP~eIMISED VALUES 

5. 2. 1 The polar pa.tt~_rns 

ll-8 

An attempt was made to improve the nulls at 0,6° and 

0 8.0 , by adjusting the phases of dipoles 1, 2, 4 and 5. 

As time was short, this waa done quite quickly by obtaining 

the maximum rejection ratio at 0.6°, then at 8.0° and 

finAlly re-nulling at 0.6°. Although the amplitudea were 

not directly adjur::ted, the small amount of interaction 

between phase and amplitude settings did alter them slightly. 

No attempt was made to correct this. The phases and 

amplitudes which resulted from this adjustment are given in 

table 1 O. 

The resulting patterns are given in figures 28 and 29. 

At angles exceeding 25°, measurements were made at turning 

points only, thus the curves dra·wn through them are 

apprmd.ma.te. 



--~---·----·---· -~--·=--~----- <••-.---"----· 

Dipole No, 'I 2 3 L( r· 
:J .Max. er 

--- --- --- --- ·---·----

cp (deg.) -·8 ·1 75 0 -·'178 5 ± 6 r::o . ::) 

,_ 
~~- -

IAI (dB) -1 ·1 5 -· ·1 • 8 0 -3. ·1 -·15. 2 .:t 0. 1· 
g ::) 

-

Table 10: Semi-optimised phases and amplitudes 
set at array dipoles. 

Fig. 28: 

Received _powe:c 

Semi-optimised polar patterns of main 
(dipoles 1, J and 5) and main+ 
subsidiary (all elements) arrays. 
Dotted lines show predicted patterns. 
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ror 

dB 

An~JJ.e 
(deq.) 

~10 



,Fig. 29: Semi-optimised rejection ratio. 
Dotted line shows the predicted 
rejection ratio (7). 

Figures 30(a) and (b} show the equipment as set up for 

making polar pattern rneasurements. The balloon can be 

seen in the background of figure 30(b). 

50 



Fig. 30 ~ Equipment set up for polar pattern measurements 

(.', _, 
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A cross-check on the accuracy of the measurements can 

be made by considering the worst possible rejection ratio. 

The best theoretical rejection ratio of ~00 dB occurs when 

the E-vectors from the five dipoles sum to zero at some 

point in the far-f.ieJ.d. The 1 ef fee ti ve I componfmts from 

the main and subsidiary arrays must be equal and anti-phase, 
A A 

say E: and -s. 

On the other hand the maximum to which they could 
A 

sum is 2s, corresponding to reinforcement rather than 

cancellation, assuming neg.ligibl.e contribution from 

dipoles 1 and 5 which are 14.5 dB down on dipole 3. This 

is not to say that this condition must occur, rather it 

places a maximum limit on the reinforcement. 2s is twice 

the field due to the main array alone, corresponding to 

four the power-density, or ·+· 6 c1B. 

So, for any point in space the worst possible 

rejection ratio l• C' 
,::J approximately+ 6 dB. As can be seen 

from figure 29, Butland (7) predicted this maximum 

reinforcement for angles greater than 30°. A value of 

7 ± 'I .. 5 cJ.B was C(!Co:cded at 36° 1 which agrees within the 

experimental error. 



5.2.2 Isolation between_arrays and 

et f~cti~_e amp1i£ ier _isolation 

To measure the effective main and subsidiary 

amplifier isolation, the input ports were defin~d as 

shown in figure 31. 

2 3 4 

1.7 dB 
Baluns 

-~"u:.1=• 
__ .,; 
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~ t sampling 'rees f [1 ~-
L 

Dipole 
irn3erU.on 
loss 

Insertion 
loss to 
sampling 
Tees 

() 
Jlldin 

0 
;;ubsid:Lary 

inr)t\t 

I 
I· ,,~_,_., 

Input ports used for isolation measurements 

However, this includes losses in the baluns, feeders and 

driving network which Butland (7) could not include in ltis 

predicted value of 15.6 dB. The loss in _each balun and 

feeder was measured as 1.7 ± 0.2 JB (see section 3.2.2)~ 

The insertion loss from the appropriate i.nput, in figure 31, 

to the dipole Sctrnpling 'J.'ee was 11tea.sured and added to the 

balun and feeder loss to give the insertion loss of each 



dipole. Butland calcul<1ted the isolation, assumirn:1 the 

insertion loss from input to each feeder as given in table 1 

section 2.1. These values, subtracted from the measured 

insertion loss of each dipole, give the 1 additional' 

attenuation which could not be predicted" The measured 

insertion loss and 'additional' loss are given for each 

dipole in table 11. For Insertion Loss and Isolation 

measurement procedure and errors, see Appendix III. 

Dipole No. 1 2 3 4 5 Max., 
~ 

Insertion loss -·18. 0 -9.3 -7. 1 -9.8 -·1 9. 9 ± (dB) 

'Additional' 
Attenuation -3.5 --5 0 q ± 

(dB) 

error 

0.4 

0 . 4 r-6.0 I -7.1 [-·6. 5 
---,--_ . .,._ 

Table 11: Measured Insertion loss of each dipole 
and unpredicted 'Additional' loss 

• 
The outer elements 1 and 5 contribute very little to the 

coupling and can be considered to have negligible effect on 

the me,3.sured isolation vJithin the measurement erro:c. 

Dipoles 2 and 4 are combined in a 3 dB ~oupler and thus the 

effective combined path loss is the average of the two paths 

(assuming a loss-· less coupler) . Thus the total 'additional 1 

unpredicted loss around the path between the main and 

subsidiary inputs is: 

1 Additional 1 loop attenuation -

= -13.4 ± 0.8 dB 

The measured isolation between the inputs was -27.8 ± 0.4 dB. 

Therefore the effective isolation on an equivalent basis to 

that calculated by But.land is given by the difference in the 



mea~ured loop attenuation and the 'addltional 1 loop 

attenuation. Butland's figure and the measured figure are 

given in table 12. 

--------------------~--------------·-·-·-- ________ ____.., 

Max, Error 
--· ------ ___ _,_ ________ ___, 

Measured Isolation - 'i lJ. Lf dB :l: 'I. 2 dB 

Predicted Isolation -15.6 dB 

Table 12: Measured and predicted, main and subsidiary 
amplified isolations. 

5. 2. 3 Driving network _vsi:rf 
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The accuracy of the measurements depends on there 

being a low VSWR in all lines. This has the~ g-reatest effect 

on phase accuracy, but can also af feet attenua ti.on.. Losses 

in a linea.r network, including transmission Jines, go up 

with inc:n~a.sing VSWR., This was pa.rticLtlarly important in 

the dipole feeders and dictated the use of low loss cable. 

110 preserve accuracy, a rnaxirnrnn vsv,m of ·1 • 2 ·was aimed for at 

any port. 'I'abu1ated belov.f are the. VSWR I s at three. ports in 

the driving network: the effective muin and subsidiary 

amplifit=:,:c inputs as :;:;hown in fig·ure 3'1, and the ~3pect:n:un 

Analyser connection point. 

~---~------~----- ------

Analyser connection 

Subsidiary amp. Input 

Subsidiary array 
Switch position 

"IN' 1 0UT 1 

Los L02 

Max. Erro:c 

:1: 0, 03 
--+--------·-----·· ----------------

Main amp. Input l, 02 ± 0.03 

Table ·13~ VSWR mea.surement.s on dTivinq :cwtwork. 
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During measurements all unused ports were terminated 

with 50 Q dummy loads. 

5.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The array was centered at a height of 4 A (~ 36 feet) 

instead of 3 A as was u:;ed by Butland (7) in his lossy 

ground plane·calculations. This could well explain the 

1 anti-phase 1 nature of the variations in field strength 

above 20° compared with the predicted pattern. The semi

optimised rejection ratio follows the predicted pattern quite 

closely excepting the rather lower level of rejection. 

0 The nulls occurred 8 apart instead of the predicted 

s0 and it seems likely that 'ground-effect 1 was the cause 

of this departure (15). Had the nulls been closer together, 

it is quite conceivablo that a rejection ratio in the order 

of -45 dB could be achieved between them. Some 

experimentation would be required in order to keep the 

rejection ratio suitably high up to 25°. 

No atteilipt was made to shift the nulls, they were 

s:L,nply deepened. Lack of t.im0 pr:ecludr 0 d any fu:r Lber 

adjustment and experimentation. Evaluation of the effects 

of mechanical misalignment in the array (see section 3.3.2) 

requires a second polar pattern to be plotted at 90° in a 

horizontal plane. This would have involved shifting the 

bo.J.J.oon tethering system, and again insufficient ti1ne 

prevented it .. 

When a hig·h reject.ion ratio was achieved at t.he nulls 

( in the o:cder of --50 dB) ·the deg:cee of :r:e.j ection became very 

sensitive to l.:he po1a:c:i.f;ation of the ~-';ignal. Pendu1a:r. 
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movements of the transmitter of approxbnately 10°, produced 

reduction of the rejection ratio in the order of 10 dB. 

Changes in the phase of the ground reflection may account 

for this. However, when the array is adjusted to produce 

an overall high rejection ratio, sensitivity to polarinat.ion 

should be evaluated. 

Although no specific evaluation of rejection ratio 

over a bandwidth of several megahertz was carried out, the 

effect of the subsidiary array on signals other than the 

test transmitter was a useful guide. Out-of-L:nd signals 

as far away as± 5 MHz disappeared into the noise on the 

Spectrum Analyser screen when tho subsidiary array was 

switched 'in'. This corresponded to a rejection ratio of 

at least -15 dB over a 'l 0 MHz bandwidth. 



6. CONCLUSIOJYfS 

Improvements in the computer modelling of the array 

f""r) 
:)O 

to model the ground plane more accurately may prove valuable 

as repeated polar plots are not easily obtained when a 

balloon is required for each set of measurements. It is 

possible that the phases and amplitudes predicted by such a 

ground plane model could be sufficiently accurate to allow 

setting up with a minimum of testing, 

The first order corrections made to the phases and 

amplitudes from measurements at o0 guaranteed a null 

at this point because the free-space values 0£ phase and 

a.mpli tude quoted by Butland ( 7) summed to zero vec t_:or ia.lly. 

However, there was no control over the positions of the 

remaining nulls,. they would be det.erminecl by the ground 

plane and as it turned out the other one of interest was 

;::{hifted from ,-0 0 :) up to 8 • 

F'urthE,r evaluation of the effects of mechanical 

nd.sE1.liqnrnent of th<-'] o.rray and other random ancl. sycTbematic 

errors should be carried out on the site. Howeverr before 

this is done it would be advisable to revise the programs 

originally used to predict the antenna pattern and use them 

to calculate phases and amplitudes for a losr~y ground plane 

model. 

The effect of the ar~ay on out-of-band signals suggests 

that the array will maintain suffid.c!nt :rejection ratio over 

a megahertz bandwidth. However, this must be confirmed in 

further trials .. 
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The initial results are most encouraging and there is 

no doubt that further evaluation is warranted. The array has 

a very good chance of being suitable as the power combining 

network for a feed-forward error corrected VHF a mplif ie:r.. 
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APPENDIX I 

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS 

S12_~ctrurn Analyser R.F. Section H.P, ModE.il 8554B 

I.F. Section H.P. Model 8552B 

.Input: 5 0 ~ Nominal, VSWR .::. 'I , 9, + 1 3 dmn Max. 

Dynami~ Rang~_: Avg. Noise level < -·102 dBm 

Accuracy: ± 2.5 dB maximum over 70 dB range of 
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display measuring absolute power level. 

± 0.5 dB measuring ratios 

Vector Voltmeter H.P. Model 84051-\ 
. -

Input: 100K Nominal shunted by 2.5 pF. 

Max. 2 volts peak 

Isolation between Channels: 1 to 300 MHz 100 dB 

Accu:r:a.cy; 

Amplitude (using ·1·1536A 50 n :3amp1Lng rr~~e.'.,) 

Absolute level± 6% oE f.s.<l. 

Voltage R.atios 

± 0.2 dB (2%) for -60 to ~10 dBm ranges.· 

± 0.5 dB for -70 a.nd +10 dBm rarvJes. 

frequency range 1-200 MHz. 

Minimum Input sig·nal 1 · channel I A. 7 at: 'I 00 MHz 

= JOO µV (-57 dBm) 

Phase: probe ]\ . +3 to •.-1-; 7 dBm .J , 

probe H ~ •-~ .3 to ~-~-6 7 dBm 

± 3° with equaJ voJ.tages 



± 4.5° with unequal voltages. 

Dual Directiona! Coupler: H.P. Model 778D 

Coupling Attenuation 20 dB nominal 

Directivity: Test port 36 dB 

reference 30 dB 

VSWR < 1.1 at all ports 

tracking of coupled ports± 0.7 dB 

'I'ime--.Dorna.in Reflectorneter: H.P. Mod(:}1 1Lt15A 

Resolution of cornpa:cative line length rnc,asurernents 

using maximum magnification over 50 foot lenqth of 

50 r2 line is ± 1 mm (= ± O. 19°) (Determined 

experimentally) 

~ignal Generator: Marconi Model TF1066B/1 

Output: 50 r2 nominal O to 200 mV: E.M.P, 
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Frequency: Set at time of measurement to transmitter 

xtal. frequency± 1 kHz. 



APPENDIX II 

VSWR CONSIDERATIONS 

a) VSWR Measurements 

The VSWR figures quoted throughout this report were 

measured using the setup shown in figure 32. 

() 
€) 

Marconi signal 
generator set 
to 104.8 MHz 

channel 
'Bl 

F'ig. 32 ~ Setup for VSVfR rn2a1:-;urernent. 

The oscillator was set at 104.8 MHz and the reflectJon 

coefficient read directly from the Vector Voltmeter, 

'l'he maximum magnitude o:f the error introd.uced by the 

d:i.rect.ional coupler is~ 

where I.PL! is the measured reflection coefficient. To this 

is added the ampli.tude (~rror of thE~ Vector Volt.metr:~r of 

± 2% :in mearmring· voltaqe ratio.son the ···10 throuqh ··60 dBm 



ranges. 'l'otal Error is therefore: 

± (0.015 + 0.02 PL + 0.05 PL 

From this a table of maximum errors was constructed for 

various VSWR. 

-- --

VSWR IPL! I':, IPL! 6 VSWR 

1.05 0.02~- ± 0.015 ± 0.03 
-· ·---

1. 1 0.01[7 ± 0.0151 ± 0.03 
-

1 • ·1 5 0.07 ± 0.0151 ± 0.0.35 

·1. 2 0.092 ± 0. 0 ·1 52 ± 0.040 
-

1. 25 0. 1 'l 2 ± 0.0153 :!: 0. OlJ.5 
-----------

Table 14: VSWR measurement errors 
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Errors include directivity, tracking and source match 

errors of the directional couplPr, plus Vector Voltmeter 

and sampling '1:ee combination voltage ratio error. 'I'hE:.~Y are 

based on the conditions that the auxiliary arms of the 

coupler are terminated in matched loads (VSWR < 1.2) and 

that thE:' rni::!a.n open-, and short>ci:ccuit readings are set to 

1,0, 

If pha~c angle of the reflection coefficient is 

required then the short-circuit phase reading is set to 180° 

with the line-stretcher. Otherwise the line-stretcher may 

be omitted. 

h) Errors _ introduced_ by _VSWR . 

Only the magnitude of the VSWR was mBasured during 

the field work. Therefore to calculate the phase error 

introduced we must assume a worst case angle for the 

reflecti.on co~fficient. At the roint of measurement, say 
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a sampling Tee 1 the forward and ref 1ectec1 v.Javes are present, 

the reflected wave being approximately IPL! times the 

forward wave (ignoring feeder loss). 

(\ 

Let the error angle between the forward wave F, and 

the resultant of the forward and reflected waves 

R be 8. From the phasor diagram it can be 
A 

seen that 8 is at a maximum when R is 

tangential to the circle scribed by 

the reflected wave phasor 0IFI. 
TT 

Angley is therefore equal to~ and thus: 

sin 

therefore 

8 
max 

= 
I PL IF I I 

IFI " 

-----~ -·1 
sin Ip I 

L 
~-·-------···---~ 

Not only is the error 8 dependent on the magnitude of !PL!, 

the 'worst-case I angle of the reflection co,3fficient, i; is: 

i; -· TT Cl, 

..• ·J 
lrLI -· Tr cos 

·~· 1 I I cos { p 
- I L } 

'l'he error on the resultant amplitude is greatest when 

the angle of the reflection coefficient is: 

g •-· ±mr, n s{O, 1, 2,.,.} 

fo1.-- \Vh.ich ca.se tl1e Etrnplit:uc1e err·or iH 

--------·'-••-····---·---·------·-

A I "" ( 100 Ip I ) · % -max L 
--~-· -·-·----~·------------~----~----··· 

The highest VSWR measured on a dipole feeder was 1 .15 

which corresponds to IPL! - 0.07. 



Substituting in the equations derived above gives: 

11 IAI 

8 max 

max ± 7% (c::: ± 0" 3 dB) 

This is the error due to VSWR alone. 
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As all the bal~ns and dipoles are of similar 

construction, the errors will tend to be sel:f ~·compensating 

as the phase shifts will be in the same direction. For this 

reason the maximum phase and amplitude errors caused by 

VSWR were halved. It is differences in p bet.ween the lines 

which is important, not the absolute value because all 

measurements are relative. 



APPRNDIX III 

INSERTION LOSS AND ISOLATION MEASUREM~NTS 

These were measured using the setup shown in 

figure 33. 

-- • [1J o ooo, 

0 @ 
------~ 

Marconi signal 
generator set 

HP Vector Voltmeter 

r
--~- ,~~.~--·--·--] 

channel 'A' O O l~~-] [_L] 
~----~---- {) Jl <;J (') {) f.:) --c--l--------· 

-~~~--~=--=~~ 

chcu1nel 
'Bl 

to 104. 8 MHz ·~-~----~ 
~ -=-• ..., ~,..--.,t.'.1~-· 

Unknown ,~
1 

---- ··'"·--- \. 
SO!it load 
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Fig. 33: Setup for measuring insertion loss and isol2tion. 

The isolation between channels o:f: the Vector Voltrnet.er :Ls 

greater than -100 dB at 100 MHz so that isolation down to 

-80 dB can be measured accurately to± 0.2 dB on the -60 to 

0 dBm ranges or to ± 0. 5 dB on the ·-'70 and + ·10 dBm ranqes. 
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APPENDIX IV 

BALUN EQUATIONS AND DESIGN 

Figure 34 shows an equivalent circuit of the balun 

for the purpose of studying the impedance. The terminals F, 

G and H are the same as in figure 6. Sand Rare the 

external impedances which may be connected to the balun. 

Mis the impedance looking into coaxial line b toward the 

open circuit at E, N is the impedance looking from FG alonq 

the open transmission line ab toward the short circuit at C. 

If transmission line losses are neglected, 

N 

z 

z 

Z. 

7 Z , tan 8 b - an a1 

RN 
R + N 

+ M 

-i RZ , . tan e . '
~ cl.0 cU.J 

R+J· Z 1 tan0 b · a.D a 

-z 2 
ab 

R 

--~--
tan2 8 ab 

+ 1 

( 'I ) 

- j Z cot 0 
b b 

( 3) 

. R2 z I 0 J ab -c.::tn ab 
+ ----~--------

R '2. + Z , 2 tan 2 0 
an . ab 

( lj.) 

Let the electrical lengths- of line segments band ub be 

equal, making 0b -- 0 ab =-0 0 1 and let charactE.!rist.ic impedance 

z 

z '::! s. 
a 

'l'hen: 

R r,in 2 0 + j ( cot 8) (R sin2 8~·S) (5) 



·-1r 
I 

0b 

L 

Fig. 34: Equivalent circuit of balun. 

The reactive component of the irnpeda.nce :Ls zero when 

cot O = O, (for which Z = R) and also when sin 2 0 

which Z ::c: S). 

When matching· :50 n to 7 3 ~ 

sin 2 8 - 50 
-;:FX 0.685 

i::1 r.· ,- o 'I 2 L' o \J - .) \) I 1 

As 0 is linearly related to frequency, 0 set 56 equal to 

0 104.8 MHz, then 90 = 180 MHz. The velocity factorvr, of 
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the coaxial line is 0.66 and that of the parallel 

transmission line, 0.79. The length of the open circuit stub 

is therefore 11 inches and the short circuited stub 13 inches. 

An experimental balun v1aF; made up to 'c.hese :::;pecif icati.ons 

and as a result of testing, the J.engths were modified to 

those given in figure 5. 
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APPENDIX V 

THE.TRANSMITTER DESIGN 

a)· Distance to the far-field (16) 

The near- and far-field patterns of an aerial are 

in general different. Plots of relative field strength at 

a constant distance do not have the same form. As it is 

radiated power that is of interest the pattern must be 

measured in the far-field. The minimum permissible di:::;tance 

depends on the dimensions of the antenna in relation to the 

wavelength. An accepted formula for distance ( 16) is 

2D2 
r. = --nun ,\ 

where r . is the distance from the antenna, Dis th0 min 

largest dimension of the antenna in waveleng·ths an•.l ;\ the 

wavelength (all being- expressed in the same units of length). 

For the array to be tested 

D ·- 27 ft. 

A == 9.4 ft. 

therefore r min - ·155 ft. 

b} Variation of received p_ower 

Received power from- a dipole varies with angll~ .( 1 '7).. 

For a short dipole 

p oc cos 2 0 

Od - horizontal for a vertically polarised dipole. 



However, a half wave~dipole is slightly mo~e complicated 

and it is easiest to tabulate the power variation with 

angle, so that corrections may be applilc;d to the measured 

absolute power., 

Angle Received power 
l-'-------+-----~-------------1 

0 dB 

·1 s0 -0.3 dB 

~·1. 0 dB 

-· 1 • 5 dB 

~ 7 '7 v• -i --. -!- ~ ..-...-;'\ .; ,;, -i•• r, ,-, ,-.. .; .,.'ll'l .-1 'l~,r\.,..,7r"\ \--'> .(!' =•r-.·rt'\ 
I/L-1 • .LJ~C...LL .. ..L\....liA. .LJ..!. .LVVC....!...\/\_::I._.\. 1:-"V'JVG-L L.1-Vll\ 

half-wave dipole with angle. 

'rhe recei vc~d pmver also varies 1d.i th :ca.nqe. Because 

the balloon will rc:-li.se the transmitter vc=:rt:ically, range 

increases with angle. 

e 

r - h sec 0 

l? cc 
·1 

r 
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The power variation is tabulated below: 

l\ngle Rr:~ceived. power 
----·- ------------

0 <lB 
------·-

-0.3 dB 
·---~------~-,--

-0.7 dB 

--1. 2 dB 

-1.7 dB 

The total received powGr varj_ation with angle which 

is applied as a correction to the resulting measured 

absolute power levels is given in table 15. 

Angle 

00 

·.-----·---------·-

Received power 
-------=·----------

0 dB 
-----.r-----· --------~------

1 s 0 

2
,.o 
::) 

-0.6 dB 

-·1. 7 dB _____ ___,..... ______________ ,_, 

30° -2.7 dB 

-.. __ ~-~-~--L _____ ~!--~~~13 __________ _ 

'l'able ·1 5 ~ 'l'ota 1 1 received powe:c 1 v::1rial:.ion \,Ii th a.n~(J.e 

This asstMes that the transmitter han0s vertically at all 

timer:..; and that there is neglig·ible additional att.en.uation 

due to losses in the medium. 

c) Transmitter power required 

'l1he minimum readable power input to tr1<0 ::c,rlr::ctrum 

analyser is ·-·100 dBm. The expecbc?.cl :=w.pprer;s:i.un with thE1 

subsidiary array 1 in 1 is -50 dB. Allowing 10 dB for 

detection of nulls, the overall dynamic range required is 

60 dB., 
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spectrum analyser is -40 dBm from the main array (elements 

·1 , 3 and 5) . Assurn.ing, for the purposes of this analysis, 

that the input power comes from dipole 3 alone (as dipoles 

71i 

1 and 5 are 14.5 dB down) then the input signal to the array 

is attenuated by the losses in the driving network for 

antenna 3. 

3 

fl'c.uTT:- d 

Balun 0.4 dB 

Feeder 1. 3 dB 

')',. 

Phase~shifter -[ 

and attenuator ·1~ 
c'.c! 4.3 dB 

<J-~ll~ 
l_r;~dB ~ryrJ 

Spectrun1 Analyser Input 0:) 

Fig. 35: Attenuation path between 
~pectrum analyser and dipole 3. 

These total 9 dB as shown in figure 35. Therefore the 

minimum power into the array is -·3'1 dBm. 'The path 

attenuation between two isotropic antennas is given as (15) 

p 
T 

p 
r 

In dB's this is 

a -· 36.6 + 20 log
10 

f + 20 lo~
0 

·1 C. 



where <l is in miles 

and f is in Megahertz 

If d = 330 feet and f = 104.8 MHz then 

a = -52.9 dB 

The gain of a dipole over an isotropic radiator is 1.64 so 

that 

ad. 1 J.po e == -52.9 + 20 log (1.64) 2 
. 1 0 

= -44.3 dB 

Therefore the power required to be radiated from the 

transmitter dipole is 

P_== -31-+45 

= +14 dBm 
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T.o this must be added the maximmn correction fa.ct-:or for 

angle as calculated in the last section in order to preserve 

the dynamic range at ·1arge angles: 

14 + 3.7 

'17.7 dBm 

'I'he transmitter design target power was set at +20 dBm 

(=, '! 00 mW) 

d) ·1 t . J d . . ·t d . 1,.e· ai _e circui ~ __ e.sJ.gn 

Specifications! 

power output:: 'I 00 mW at 1 Ql~. 8 MHz ± ,:005% 

supply voltage: 12 volts 

load: 73 Q balanced. 

'I'he low power requirement suggested that a c"cystal oscillator 

be buffe:ced directly into the output stage. An RCA silicon 

N-P-N overlay transistor capable of 5 watts at 100 MHz was 

readily available. This (2N3553) was chosen for the output 

staqe, 



An MOS dual gate FET was chosen as the buffer. 

The RCA type 40673 gate protected device was readily 

available at modest cost, 

A scic:~ntific 
.th 

standard S overtone AT cut quartz 

crystal at 104.800 MHz in an HC18/U package was obtained. 

It had a frequency stability with temperature of O. 00 ·1 % 

from Oto 60°c. 

The oscillator (12) 
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A conventional oscillator circuit utilising a Philips 

BF'l 80 was us0d. •rhe transistor 'w.as biased to rnaximmn gain 

coliector current of 3.8 mA. The only drawback of the 

circuit was the rather high bias divider chain current. 

This was dictated by the need to place ~ufficient damping on 

the crystal. Increasing· t.he value of the 330 11 resist.or 

rcsu_lt:cc1 in sp1-1rio11s oscilla-'cion and c1ecr.~c:;a.sed O-Y' r-:.Y\rr-ir, nr·H1=-

exist~nt output at 104.8 MHz. A simple series regulator was 

used to supply the circuit with 9 volts and the frequsncy 

clw.n9e due to supply voltage chaxvJc from 12. '..> volts to 

10 v6lt.s was less l.han :;o Hz. 

'J.'he_yntput ___ ~,i·.a(JP ( 10) 

FroD\ th02 RCA data charts fT ::::: 500 M.Hz 

2B volts. fm reduces in the proportion that 
.I. 

From the d~ta charts: 

at V '"C' :::c: C , 

n i'nr•J-r.';i~·es <., b ~ .. -:cc.-, _ • 
C. . . 

C b ( 1 2 V) 
C 

7 
To C ( 2 8V) cb 

f ('I" ·v) ·rr' L, , --· ~ 50 MHz 
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A Philips 6-hol~ f~rrite choke core when occupied with 

3 turns of 28 SWG enamelled wire presents nearly a purely 

resistive load of 800 0. at 100 MHz. If the ch 1~1ke imped.a.nee 

is less than about 10 RL, power is wasted. This precludes 

connection of the choke directly at the collector. Instead 

DC is fed through the pi-coupler inductance from the 730 

side of the coupler. A wide-band balun as descrihed by 

Ma tick R ., E. , ( 1 3) was wound on a 9 nrnl ferrite toroid to 

couple the output to the balanced load. 

The base of the 2N3553 at IC= 40 mA, looks liko 

10 0. in series with 1 000 pli'. The parallel· equivdlent of 

this l
. C! 

,:, 

With I.I)= 10 mA q - 12.0 ms , - m 

and with VSG 
2 

4 V and Re - 50 
,:J 

·-0. 5 V 
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at 'I O ~- • 8 MHz 

Yos (ID -· ·1 0 rnA) 0,2 ms 

ROU'l' == 5 kQ 

Yrs (ID --- 1 0 mA) O. II ms 

RIN - 2.5 kQ 

The expected output from the oscillator into 2. 5 k Q is 
/\ 

300 ,7 V - LI 20 mV m ' IN - ' . 

The maximum voltage swincJ ·with a tuned load, if 

at all times VDS > VG<~ -02 

/\ 

is V c• ::::: 8 
0 

V (VS max. '16 V. p-p) 

,., 

R 
vs 

·1 . 6 k Q - = L A 

I s 

Output suc:-;cepta.nce at I = 10 mA is 2 ms 
D 

~ 1.5 pF at 104.8 MHz 

the values arc:!~ 

11.l ~?. 
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The clloke rc~quirernents are the same as for the output ::; ta0e, 

R = 1., 6 k ~2 ::::;o a ~;o1ut.ion :i.;; 'Lo :cc:~,onate dJ:i. inditc:Lor at - L 
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104. 8 MHz with the out.put capacitance and stray~; a.t the drain 

of the PE'r ,. 

C 1. 5 + 5 6 ., 5 pF 

~ L = 0.35 µH,, 

To make the coil in the i-coupler adjustable it is 

convenient to make it twice the required i:nducta.nce and then 

tune out half of this with a variable capacitor. The 

required inductance become approximately 0.35 µHin series 

with 6.5 pF. The equivalent circuit of the FET stage is 

given below .. 

The overall power gain can be controlled by controlling I
O 

For this reason a 500Q trbn-pot is included in the source 

ci:ccui t of the· FE'I'. Gate 2 and the sou.rce <-ere bypastoed i;,Tith 

1 000 pF', which J.s ,:;eries·~reE:onant with itfJ own lead length 

at 100 MHz. Gate 1 is tied to D.C. ground with a large 

value resist.or. 

For the base to conduct at all with small r.£. input 

voltages the base bi~s point must be held just below 

conduction. As more r.f. drive is availabl~, the mdre 

negative the bias point. may become, pu:::hinq the transLstor 

further into class-C operat1.on. For this reaso11 the base of 



from Vee and held at cutoff by a diode which was forward 

biased by the 5.6 kQ resistor. The diode was bridged with 

a1 

a 1 kn trim-pot which enabled the base voltage to be pulled 

down to approximately -0. 6 volts., As the circuit was tuned 

up and more drive became available the trim-pot was "backed 

off", pushing the output stage into class-C thus raising its 

efficiency and increasing the output. 

The circuit board -~------~----
Care was needed in keeping all le~d lengths as short 

as possible to reduce the inductance in the emitter-base 

circuit of the output transh,tor. 

Where a component lead was brought. up Un:ou.gl.1. a hole 

in the top copper of the double sided P.C. board, that 

cleared area was enlarged to encompass the re·;_:urn lead., t.hus 

cancelling the parasitic inductance of the hole. 

Double-sided P.C. board was used with the top copper 

used as a.n earth plane to stabilise the common ground 

impedance" 

The circuit diagram of the complete transmitter is 

given in :EirJure 36, 'I'he· transi:c~tor bar3e diac;n.1m!:.\ and coil 

details are listed below. 

COILS: 

L1 6 tm:.Tt::3 clo,:;e wound on a 5. 5 mm 0) former with Neosid 

F29 core, 20 Band S enamelled copper wire. 

3 I! 

.L2 9 turns 20 swg tinned v1ire 1 16 I·"D" 

L3 II " JI II " ll II 

LL!, L6 2½ turns 2 8 swg enamel led copper wire on Philips 

type 3B 6-hole ferrite core 

LS Lf turns 2 0 c3w9 
3 ll 

i:innei:'1. vnrn, 1 .. 
·, (J 

LD, 



T1 bifila.r 28 swg enamelled pair wound 6 t:unrn on 9 mrn 

toroid. 

TRANSH")'I'ORS, Viewed from underneath: 

2N3553 lt06 73 BC-107 

0 
J:1-,,__. ~J:~ case 

+ s( ")" G oe 
C 

e 

Gl .i CJ G2 C \) ;)b 
_../ .......,,....,=-' 

Ql Q2 Q3 

BF'] 80 

Q4 

IN9'1 li 
BZY88 
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Mechanical Construction 

The P.C. board was designed so that the output came 

to two ½ 11 diam et.er i pa.df.-; i in the middle of the hoard, one on 

each side. This was then mounted in an Eddystone die-cast 

box J.arge enough to hold the board and 8 size •ci batte:cier3, 

'I'he dipole~ elements were made f.t:orn ¼11 brass tubing with 

springs soldered on their ends. One was hE-,lc1 .by a tufnol 

bush on the broad ~ide of the box, the other on the lid. 

The elements made direct spring contact on to the P.C. board. 

Holes were bored in the lid t.o allow trimming • ,f f:r:Pquency 

and output when assembled. 

Fibre-glass rods 9" long were held in the end of 

each dipole element and simple key rings on the ends of 

these were the attachment points for the balloon and tracer 

lines. The box was hung 'lid down' to prevent wut~~ getting 

into the adjustment holes if it rained. A photoqraph of the 

P.C. board is given in figffce 37. The performance oi the 

completed transmitter is given in table 6, ~ection 3.7.2. 



100 mW 104.8 MHz C.W. TRANSMITTER 

~0µ~ t 
~ ~K~ 
~, Q4 

- - -

L'. 
-..J 
0 
l"'1 

Q.3 

w 
w 

~I 10 
::,:;: 

capac;tors in pF. unlass markiid. 
r41"si.stors 1/4W, 

L2 

1K J;2oµF. 

p10V. 

~~ ~~ ~ 

1K 127 60 168 I1K 

Q 1 
02 
Q3· 
Q4 
D 1 
D2 

2N3553 
40673 .. 
BC107 
BF180 
BZY 88 9V1 
1N914 

L 1 .5 µH 
L2.35µH 
L3 .35µH 
L4 800 n 
L5 • 08µH 
L6 800 n 

I 

FIGURE 36: Transmitter circuit diagram. 

- +12V. 

~ 70mA. 
~ .. L6 

LS 

60 60 I 68 I Tl 

73n 

Cl) 

---------------------------------------------,---------~~ 
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Fig. 37: Transmitter printed circuit board 
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APPENDIX VI 

PHASE.-.SHIFTER CALIBRAr('JON 'I'ABLES 

These are setting:::: fo:r: the capacitors which re:-3ult in 

minimum VSWR. 'l'he cc1paci tors appear as two rdotted peri:::pcx 

shafts on the front panel (two per pha::,e-,shifh 0
·,~·). 'J'hey are 

designated LH and RH. Using the calibration tdble, the 

VSWR achieved was typically: 

full in 

mid-range 

full out:. 

L 18 

'I. 07 

·1. 02 

The calibrations are tunrn from the fully :;;cit,wed in 

. . d . , ., , 0 l)o position. One turn correspon s to rotating tn0 SLOt 1u • 

1 Mid~range I setting· is that of the LI-I f,haft with corre:;pund-· 

ing RH settit1q from table. 

mid-rang~: 3½ turns 

-- ---- - --·····- ---- --,-- --~--·-----,, 
.. "'.[' I Pf1 .L,L I .. , .\ 

-----··•-··--·--·----··-·--·----- _l _________________ I 

full i.n 

1 0 1 I /7' ~- .< 
~--- ____ , _____ ·-··--• --·-···---- -~- . ~-, 

2 

f" .) 

G 

7 

•iJ. 
..J) 

6 

, I 
6;.,' 



full in 2{-
-----~- --------------! 

').£ 
_lJ 

mid-range: 3½ turns 

l 

2 

3 
---~-------' 

5 

6 j . 6j-
---~· - -----

7 7 (full out) 
-----~-~----~·-----~-------··-

Table 17: Phase-shifter 2 

full in · J 

Range: 0 0 -60 to+ 30 2 J2
J 

~~~--.~c----- -------~-~--•~~~----•-~--! 

3 lJ)_ 
•2 

·---1-~-------~---- ---------

5 51-., _____ I ____________________ _ 
6 7 (full out) ------ ____________ J, _____________ ,. ·---

Table 18: Phase-shifter 3 
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Range: -60° to +25° 

mid-range: 3 turns 

LH 

full in 

RH 

2 2, 
3 

---- !--------·-~ 
1 

.~------+----~=----•~·---_,, 

2 

3 

l.j. 

-----+----------~ 

,_________________ ---

6 7 (full out) 
-------:.---------

Table 19: Phase-shifter 4 

r----~---------------·-1 -- ·. --------------·-------·•--·• 

I LI-I I RH 
! --·-·------ - --------- ----- -- -···- .. ·.----

full in 

0 , 0 --60 i::o + 30 

3½ turns 3 

5 
~----------------

6 6½ 

B (flill out) 

8B 



APPENDIX VII 

BALLOONING TECHNIQUE AND EQUIPMENT LIST 

·weather 

Calm conditions are essential. Above 3-4 kn ground 

turbulence makes the technique impractical us:i.,1':J an 800 g 

balloon. However, if additional lift could be generated by 

having some sort of kite, and thus make use of the wind, 

greater wind velocities could be tolerated. 

Site 

89 

'l'he general area must be free from obstruction which 

could snag the lines. The ground must be clear for a radius 

of 120 feet from the centre of the tethering system. 

Lift 

The lift generated by an 800g meteorological 

for varying quanti Lies of heli rnn is given b1c,: low. 

Quantity of Helium 
(Cu. ft) 

150 

Net Lift .. 
(lbs) 

7 ., 9 

200 11 

2 5 0 1 3. 5 '~ 

*This will he reduced owing to constriction of the balloon 
by the fish net to about 12.5 lbs. 

Table 21: Net balloon lift and q0s quantity. 



Gas 

Helium is expensive. However the alternative,. 

hydrogen, is dangerous and trained personnel are required 

for its use. It will generate slightly more lift than 

helium and the Christchurch Meteorological Office will 

instruct potential users if required. 
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It is preferable to have a 10 ft x 10 ft canvas sheet 

to lay on the ground. The balloon can be spread on this to 

begin inflation. A pressure reducing valve is preferable, 

however the balloon can be filled directly from the cylinder 

if care is taken. It is advisable to have two crossed 

stakes driven into the ground alongside the canvas. 

Once the balloon begins to develop lift it can be 

tethered to these. The amount of gas in the balloon can 

gauged by holding the balloon down with a spring balance and 

measuring the net lift being developed. 

The balloon is, of course, being retained by the 

four guys clipped to a ring, 

Once filled sufficiently, close the valve on the gas 

bottle and tie the neck of the balloon aboye the nozzle with 

waxed string or self-fu:_:-_;ing tape. Remove the fillirvJ nozzle 

and fold the neck in half,and tie again. 

Another two stakes driven into the ground and crossed 

are useful at the centre of .the tethering J.ine sy::;·tem as 

these ca.n be used to hold the balloon while the tethers and 

transmitter are laid out and attac~ed. 

Addi-tiona.1 lift 



more lift in windy conditions. This could be done by 

attaching a box-kite between the balloon and its pay load. 

The tethering system 

pj_gure 38 shows the layout of the ground stakes for 

the tethering system. The three stakes which take the 

direct up~·thrust of the balloon were made from 1½ 11 angle 

iron 18 11 long. Stainless steel fishing rod rings with 

plastic inserts were used to run the lines. 

Halfway along each line as it ran from 'he reel out 

to the far stake, a second stake was placed in the ground 

(½ 11 x '18 11 steel rod) also with a fishing rod :cing. •rhi~: 

was used to individually trim the line lengths as necessary. 

All three lipes came back to a centre stake on which 

were two fj_shing rod rings. The lines passed through these 

on to a cable drum which vvafc.: split into th:r2e ~:,ections, one 

for each line. This minimised the·possibility of a tangle. 

F'igure 39 shows the attachment of th.e lines a.nd 

transmitter to the balloon. 

All lines wore 200 lb tested monofilament nylon 

f ishin<J line. 



2 

1 

8 

3 

2 

6 

3 

1 

3 

1 

·1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

·1 

1 

1 

1 

800 g met. balloons 

fish net with 4 guys and dog-clips 

dog clips and swivels 

1¼ 11 1 split 1 key rings 

•111 II II II 

stakes with ho6k at top ( ·1 2 11 
X ,;L_ ll 

2 steel rod) 

stakes with fishing rod ring (12 11 x ½11 steel rod) 

stake with 2 fishing rod rings 

92. 

stakes with fishing rod rinc::rs facing up ('I½" x 18 11 anqle) 

transmitter 

240 cu. ft. cylinder of He. 

cylinder key 

pressure reducing valve (thread for non-fuel gas) 

6 ft. rubber hose with brass nozzle 

reel self-fusing tape 

knife 

10 1 x 10' canvas or polythene sheet 

spring balance (scale up to 15 lb) 

cable drum with 3 x ·150 yd lines 

·100 yd trace1: line 

s ledc::re hammer 

6 ft. double nylon line with dog-clips each end 

Table 22: Ballooning field E~quipment list. 



shift lat(irally 
to trim line length 

~ 
~'I ~1tLV. - 100 fl::·, 

drum 1.vith th.-cee 
150 yd nylon lines 

Note: In windy conch tions extend do,,mw.i.nd 
tether if necessary. 

:Pig, 38: 
La.yoi.·,.t of ba 11,Jo11. t~etri.eri.ng system, 
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\ ;,, 
,::· 

l/1/,, 

800 g met. balloon 
held in fish m"t. 

g----
,,,..7 _ __..,/ double nylun line 

lines terminated in 

~ 
~ sw:i.vels and dog-clips 

s1-1itable knot for rnonofilarnent/' {.i\. 
nyl~ _ _line ~ 

/ \ /J _ / T:omsrnitter 

( -~-l :l \ )/,,,,. j~}-- ,~-' .l • .-Tv 

/-· . "./.~./'.:1 L.... .• ;~-.l 
/ I • {/ y,/ 't1 

J.50 yd 
nylon line 

I 
I 

I 

fibregla.s,; rod 

t:racer Jin(~ 

Note; Lines 200 lb tested nylon rnonofilmnent, 

Fiq, 3 9: l\ttacbrnent of balloon pa.yloml, 



.APPENDJX VIII 

Table 23; J?ield measurement equipment check-list. 

(This li.st is included for the benefit of those who 
v-d.11 perform further measurements). 

Ins·i:rument Rack: 

HP 1 Lf 'IT Display Section 

HP 814 05A Vector Volt.rnffL:er 

Phase-shifter and attenuator tray 

Quadrature coupler tray 

Line-stretcher and sampling Tee box 

Cables: 

2 x HP power leads 

20 ft 3-pin extension lead 

6 x 2 ft BNC-BNC UR76 coax. 

2 X 3 ft ll ll II II 

antenna on BNC pJ.ug 

!\dapt_o:cs ; 

9 x type N T,1,3le-~BNC fc~rnale 

1 x GR-BNC femaJ.e 

3 x BNC-BNC female 

5 x .5 0 St DNC loads 

box of miscellaneous adaptors 

spare sampling Tee 

1 x BNC Tee F-M-F 
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Other __ Equiprnent ~ 

Spare 20 cm line-stretcher 

tunable 85-115 MHz dipole 

Marconi F.M. sig. gen. type T.F.1066B/1 

Vector Voltmeter probe kit including: 

2 x type N loads (50 f~) 

1 x power divider 

2 x sampling Tees 

HP dual directional coupler type 778D 

HP resistive divider kit including: 

1: ·1 probe 

probe holder with BNC connector 

Theodolite and tripod 

Camera+ film 

Display section 1 pl_~q-i_ns' ~ 

HP type 'I ti ··1 5A Time -Domain Ref lectometer 

HP type 855/rn Spect:curn Analyser RF E>ection 

HP type 8552B II ll 

•rools: 

Soldering i:con + solder 

Standard tool kit including: 

PhJ.lips screwdriver 

plier ,~-rips 

8 11 crescent 

small screwdriver 

insulation tape 

self-fusing tape 

IP ll 

A.lan key for dipole and Tx grub screws 

100 ft tape measure 

HP--6.5 calculator with anqle conversion p:.cogram 

2 x 30 pi" Philir_JS Lrirmnf:'!t'S 
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2 X BNC plU<JS 

2 X ENC panel 

drum of U:H.76 

Multirnetc-'o:t:· 

Clip board 

3x pencils 

jacJrn 

coax. 

1 kW 230 V generator 

2 gal. petrol for above 

12 Eveready size 1 C' cells 

Manuals: 

Test schedule 

Calibration charts for phase-shifters 

Butland R.G., Thesis (7) 

Circuit of array driving system 

Circuit of transmitter 

Spectrum i\na lyser R. F. Sect :Lon Opc\r at.ing· In format.ion 

Vector Voltmeter bperating and service mahual 

'J:DR ope:ca. ting and sr:::":cvic,.? m.::,nnal 

Bal lo•n_ing __ Equipment~ 

See ballooninq c~quipment J.iGl., include~~ transmitter 
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1-\PPENDIX IX 

SOJ.VLE USEFUL RELATIONSHIPS 

a) Tables 

--------··---------.,-------...--
UNITS HTCHES Ji'EE'J.1 •'-, LNS CN 

,-------------------:-------1-------------- ~ 
In free space 56.16 L[" 6 8 l.[' 8,16 11 ·1 44 

In coax. \)r ::c: 0,66 36.8 3.09 3 1 0,8 11 95 
---------~~-- --

½ dipole 53" 6Lt ~~:__-~2___-'-~---~-:_?~_ ---~~-~-

'I'able 24: Half wavelength in different media and unitr3 
at 'I O Lr O 8 MH z . 

98 

--------- -----------, ---------i1 ---------- ------------
LENG·rH ·1 mm ·1 " 1 crn. 1 .fl:: ·1 8. 4 11 7 3, 6" 

--------~~=-- ------~ ~------ --~-----=~~ ----~-~ --~~·-----

c 0. 1 3° _,,. ? 0 1 . _·3° _·3 s0 ~ .. r:ree space . ,_ . 
----·~--~-- ~-~ ------- ----------

__ oo RX·-~- ---_ ---~~ ·1_9° ____ 1{,_~

0 

____ 1 o9°_J_s9° -- _____ 9o
0 

__ .... 360° __ 

Table 25~ PhaE,e shift :for diffe:cc~nt media and distances 
at ·1 0 It. 8 MHz. 

Cable used UniRadio UR 67 V = 0066 r 
cc~nu:e conductor 7/0,029 (0.,80 11 diam") 

attenuation 7.4 ± 0,6 dB per 100 mat 100 MHz. 



b) Gtound reflecti.on coefficient 

The ground reflection coefficient of a vertically 

polarised wave varies markedly with angle. A typical 

variation is givr:?n in figure ffO. 

Fig. 40: Typical ground reflection coefficients for 
horizontal and vertical polarisations. 

It is much C!ar.;ier to measure the anq lr,; t.o the 

1:.ransmitl:.C!J: from ground level ,,,1ith a the.)dol Lte th2u't it is 

t.o measure the rE:,quired anqle at the centre of Lhe array. 

rl'he simple trigonornetrica.l :cc:?lationship derived below was 

programmed on to an HP-·65 calcu1a.to:r: to permit. rapid 

calculc1.tion of the array angle at thr2 time of m(~astE.-ement .. 

let a, -· angle frrnrr array to tD:<.nsrnitte.c 

let S - angle from theodolite to transmitter 

Then usJ.ng the rernQ3.nj.ng variables as defined in figure 41 
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(e--h) 

e 

Fig. 41. Geometry of test site for angle calculation. 

e 

(e ~ h) 

Cl, 

r tan fl 

r tan a 

tan~· i e - h. ( ------) 
r 

r tan S - h ( ------ r ----·) 

[

--------·-------. - ----···-- 1 ------] 

~1 11 
a ""' tan (tan S - -) r 

-- •-----~ ••-a--•-------~ 

conversely, to find G when a is known: 

[----- ----------] -• J. . h 
S = tan ltan a+-) 

----··------ . ----~------· ·•-·· r --

On the site used c 330 t '15 ft. 

h JO :J: 0 ,, 5 ft. 

, , • 0· , r.O This gives a maxim1rn1 error in determining a of± .~J 
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